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the Ne2 Molecule From Ne + Ne@(4He)N
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Barcelona, Spain.

Abstract
The hybrid time dependent quantum dynamics approach [DFT (helium) + quantum wave
packet (dopant)] proposed by us (J. Chem. Theory Comput., 2015, 11, 899-90) has been extended to
consider bimolecular type reactive processes involving a superfluid helium nanodroplet [A +
B@4HeN → AB@4HeN’ + (N-N’)4He, with A and B being atomic species]; T=0.37 K. This is
probably the first theoretical attempt to study the reaction dynamics of this kind of processes and in
this initial investigation the total angular momentum has been taken as zero. The Ne + Ne@4HeN →
Ne2(v=0)@4HeN’ + (N-N’)4He reaction has been considered as the first application example and we
have examined the influence of different nanodroplet sizes (N=200, 500 and 1000) and initial
velocities of the outer Ne atom (<v0>=120-1000 m/s) on the dynamics. The inner Ne atom only
produces a greater reduction of the velocity of the outer Ne atom in comparison to what happens in
the case of the capture of a Ne atom by a pure nanodroplet. The formation of the Ne2 molecule is a
complex phenomenon related with the nature of the helium density waves produced and their
reflection from the nanodroplet surface. Though the effective potential energy of Ne2 in the
nanodroplet is very different from the gas phase case, the equilibrium Ne-Ne distance is only
slightly reduced with respect to the gas phase value, and its vibrational wave function (v=0) is only
modified by a 15% with respect to the gas phase one. Furthermore, the analysis of experiments on
the capture of Ar, Kr and Xe with larger nanodroplets suggests that the amount of evaporated
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helium atoms obtained here is too low for initial velocities above 120 m/s. This problem probably

encourage researchers to investigate these very interesting processes on which we still know very
little. Lastly, it is worth noting that the quantum treatment presented here can also be applied
directly to the study of the photodissociation of an arbitrary diatomic molecule in a superfluid
helium nanodroplet.
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1. INTRODUCTION

investigation area in physics.1,2 They have a large interest as they allow the researchers to achieve a
deep insight into the properties of quantum fluids (structure, energy and dynamics), and on how
they are modified when the size of the system is changed. Moreover, the nanodroplets can be used
as low temperature matrices in high resolution spectroscopic studies, thanks to the chemically inert
character of 4He and its superfluid behavior for T<2.17 K. 3,4,5
From a chemical perspective,6,7 these systems constitute genuine nanoreactors, offering the
possibility of having a single reactive collision inside them (i.e., only two reactive species are
involved in addition to the helium solvent). This can be achieved in the experiments using suitable
set up conditions, so that a single species (atom or molecule) is captured by the nanodroplet when it
passes along the first pick up chamber, and then a second species is captured in the second
chamber.6,7 The energy transferred to the nanodroplet, coming from both the reactants kinetic
energy and the reaction energy involved in the chemical bonds breaking and formation, is easily
released by the nanodroplet through the evaporation of some helium atoms (see, e.g., refs 8, 9, 10,
11). Besides, the solvation shells formed around the dopant atoms or molecules are able to stabilize
metastable chemical species.
Since the initial study of a chemical reaction in 4HeN,12 the contributions reported on the
chemical reactivity in 4HeN have been significant (see, e.g., refs 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14 and refs cited
there), although the intensity of these efforts is not equivalent to the one dedicated to the research in
the physical context. However, the interest of the chemical community on this quantum fluid has
augmented in a substantial way in recent times, probably largely due to the new synthetic
opportunities offered by 4HeN; which allows to synthesize chemical species that would not be stable
in gas phase (e.g., some metallic nanoclusters15,16,17 and nanowires18,19).

3
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Some attention has also been devoted to the reaction dynamics1,6 from an experimental

O2, H2O,14 Ba + N2O,12 etc.) and also theoretically (photodissociation of Cl2(B) in superfluid8,9,10
and non-superfluid24 helium nanodroplets). The species produced, of course, can also be regarded
as probes for investigating the behavior and properties of liquid helium, considering the widely
different types of motions implied in a chemical reaction (i.e., translational, vibrational and
rotational motions).
Moreover, the formation of bimetallic clusters in superfluid helium nanodroplets have been
analyzed by atomic resolution electron tomography,

25

and the collision times in helium

nanodroplets have been studied theoretically for the Cu2, Ag2 and Au2 clusters.26 Besides, the 4He
droplet-mediated soft-landing deposition of metal nanoparticles on solid surfaces has been
investigated experimentally27,28 (see also refs. 15,16,17,18,19), and the first theoretical evidence of
this type of deposition process has been recently provided, considering the collision of
Au@(4He)300 with the TiO2(110) surface (short-time collision dynamics).29
We have recently proposed a hybrid quantum dynamics method to investigate the
photodissociation dynamics of homonuclear diatomic molecules inside superfluid helium
nanodroplets [A2(ground state)@(4He)N + hν → A2(excited state)@(4He)N → 2A + (4He)N’ + (NN’)4He, where the last term simply refers to the total number of evaporated He atoms].8 In this
method the helium is described according to the time dependent density functional theory (TDDFT)
and the dopant molecule is described using a wave packet (WP); and this approach was initially
applied to analyze the photodissociation of Cl2 in the B excited state.8,9,10 To the best of our
knowledge this was the first theoretical attempt to study the dynamics of a reactive process in
superfluid helium nanodroplets.
Here, we have extended this method to account for the more complex reactive process
leading to the formation of a diatomic molecule: A + B@4HeN → AB@4HeN’ + (N-N’)4He, where A
4
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and B are atomic species. The present approach can also be employed in a straightforward way to

4

HeN. As a result of the high computational cost required for a quantum description of the reaction

dynamics, in this first theoretical study on the formation of a molecule inside a superfluid helium
nanodroplet, we have considered the case of zero total angular momentum (head-on collisions).
Quantum effects are expected to be relevant here since we are studying a quantum fluid and
also because we are examining the formation of a molecular species. This species has quantized
vibrational states that, finally, as a result of the energy exchange with the surrounding helium, will
relax to the ground vibrational state. This situation and the processes involved are of quantum
nature.
We have selected, as a first example of application, a reaction leading to the formation of a
van der Waals (vdW) diatomic molecule and, more concretely, to the production of Ne2 [Ne +
Ne@4HeN → Ne2@4HeN’ + (N-N’)4He] with N=200, 500 and 1000 and initial expected velocities of
the attacking Ne atom, <v0>, in the 120-1000 m/s interval. The quantum dynamics study of the
pickup (capture) process of a Ne atom [Ne + 4HeN → Ne@4HeN’ + (N-N’)4He] recently performed
by us11 corresponds to the previous stage to the present study.
The formation of the Ne2 dimer was studied previously at a DFT level, as a first step for
examining the formation of quantum gels by doping liquid helium with many Ne atoms. 30,31 An
effective adiabatic potential energy surface (PES) was determined for Ne2, considering an
instantaneous relaxation of liquid helium for each value of the relative distance between the two Ne
atoms. Here, our approach to this vdW reaction is completely different, since we have carried out a
real-time quantum dynamics study of the process.
The theoretical methods employed are explained in section 2, the most important results
achieved are described and analyzed in section 3, the summary and conclusions are presented in

5
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section 4, and a Supporting Information (SI) document with useful material (tables, figures and

2. THEORETICAL METHODS
In the study of a complex system (high number of atoms or degrees of freedom involved),
regardless of its nature, mixed or hybrid type theoretical approaches are commonly used (“divide
and conquer” strategy). Therefore, a small but very important part of the system is described at a
theoretical level substantially higher than the rest of system (see, e.g., refs. 24,32,8,9,29,33). Thus,
e.g., in ref. 24 the photodissociation of Cl2(B) embedded in a non-superfluid helium nanodroplet
(T=4 K) was studied, describing the molecule by means of a quantum wave packet and the helium
according to the path integral centroid molecular dynamics method.
Once the TDDFT approach was introduced to account for the time evolution of superfluid
helium nanodroplets (T<2.17 K),

34

the evolution of the electronic or atomic systems

(dopants/impurities) in superfluid helium nanodroplets was studied following a hybrid approach
analogous to the one indicated above24 (TDDFT (helium) + quantum (electron)32 or classic
(atoms)35). And more recently this hybrid method was extended to the study of the dynamics of
reactive processes (photodissociation of Cl2 (B)) in helium nanodroplets,8,9 as well as to the softlanding deposition of metal nanoparticles, embedded in helium nanodroplets, on solid surfaces.29
Here, to investigate the reactive processes occurring inside superfluid helium nanodroplets
and involving two atomic species, we have combined one of the main methods employed to
describe rather large systems of bosonic liquid helium (TDDFT) and a common method used in gas
phase time dependent quantum reaction dynamics to describe the atomic relative motion (quantum
wave packet (WP)). We have studied as a first case of application the following process involving
the formation of the Ne2 vdW molecule:
Ne(1S) + Ne(1S)@4HeN → Ne2(X1Σg+, v=0, j=0)@4HeN’ + (N-N’)4He

(1)

6
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, where the last term refers to the total number of evaporated helium atoms.

homonuclear diatomic molecules inside helium nanodroplets,8,9,10 as previously mentioned. Thanks
to the zero total angular momentum approach (head-on collision) the present problem has only five
degrees of freedom: three correspond to the helium density and two correspond to the dimer
coordinates (Ne-Ne relative and Ne2 center of mass coordinates).
A quantum description has been used for the helium density coordinates and the Ne-Ne
relative coordinate, while classical mechanics has been used for the Ne2 center of mass (CM)
coordinate. This strategy highly reduces the computational cost, compared with treating all the Ne2
degrees of freedom in a quantum manner, and it is justified by the mass of the effective particles
associated to each degree of freedom (the reduced mass,  =
2

 ,



, and the total mass,



=

correspond to the relative and CM coordinates, respectively).
There are two features involved in this theoretical treatment that are mixed together: the

coordinates and the physical (quantum vs. classical) description. A brief discussion of this issue is
important in order to justify the suitability of our choice. Excepting the mean field approximation
coming from the DFT description of liquid helium, a full quantum mechanical description of the
dimer would imply its total wave function. This wave function could be written, e.g., in terms of the
positions of the two Ne atoms or, alternatively, using the relative (Ne-Ne) and center of mass (Ne2)
coordinates. Apart from possible larger or smaller difficulties in the interpretation of the results,
depending on the coordinates choice, the selection of coordinates has, of course, no effect on the
description of the system.
Some reasonable approximations are needed for computational reasons in order to reduce
the complexity of the problem. Within a quantum description of the system, a simplification can be
done by factorizing the total wave function of the Ne atoms into two independent wave functions,

7
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each depending on a single degree of freedom. This mean field quantum description of the Ne

have used a quantum description of the Ne-Ne relative coordinate and assumed the CM wave
function to be a Dirac’s delta function (classical description).
For the purposes of the present work it is more convenient to deal with the relative and CM
coordinates than with the coordinates of the two atoms. Focusing in the molecule and regardless of
whether the bond is being formed (synthesis) or broken (dissociation), the most natural way to
describe it is by means of the relative coordinate; since the separation of the two atoms is what is
really important here, no matter where they are placed. This argument is reinforced when focusing
on the vibrational motion, which cannot be satisfactorily described using a quantum mean field
approach. Furthermore, if we had used atomic position coordinates, although we had treated each
Ne atom with a quantum description, i.e., including the zero point energy motion, it would have
been less accurate to account for the formation of the molecule.
The superfluid liquid 4-helium has been described using the so-called phenomenological
Orsay-Trento (OT) functional36 where, as usual,8,9,10,11,35,37,38,39 for computational reasons we have
neglected the non-local contributions to the correlation energy and the backflow term. Only recently
it has been possible to investigate theoretically the dynamics of chemical and physical processes
involving these nanodroplets and atoms or molecules.8,9,10,11,35,37,38,39 In these studies the
approximation of the OT functional indicated above has also been used, due to the computational
cost of considering the two terms mentioned above and the major numerical complications arising
from the second term. Moreover, when it has been possible to compare the theoretical results
achieved using this approximation with the experimental ones, a quite satisfactory agreement has
been found;35,37,39 and some suitable theoretical tests have been reported in the context of the
relaxation dynamics of superfluid helium nanodroplets.10

8
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function for helium, Ψ ( , ), that is defined by |Ψ ( , )| ≡  ( , ), the neon atoms

relative coordinate wave packet,  (, ), and the neon atoms center of mass coordinate  , and
is given by
 Ψ ,  ,  !
∗ (
= " # $% Ψ ,  ,  ! − 'ℏ " # Ψ)*
 , )

− 'ℏ " # φ∗ (, )

,
 (, ) −
, 

 .

,
Ψ ( , )
,  

/
(2)

, where the energy of the system is expressed as
% Ψ ,  ,  !
=

2

ℏ



" # |0Ψ | + " # ℇ3  !

+ " # " # 45 (,  ,  )  ( , )| (, )|6
−

ℏ
,
1
∗ (
" # φ
 (, ) + " # 4 () | (, )|6 +
, )
2
2
,

 .

(3)
Regarding the interaction energy potentials, we have followed the common pairwise
strategy, expressing the 45 potential energy as a sum of the two corresponding two-body
45 terms. Both the 45 and 4 potential energy terms have been taken from ref 40.

In order to determine the set of coupled equations of motion governing the evolution of each
degree of freedom, a minimization of the quantum action with respect to Ψ ( , ),  (, ),

and  has to be made, and we have obtained the following expressions:
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The quantum action of the system (eq 2) is written in terms of the effective complex wave
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(4a, 4b and 4c)
where  ( , ) and ℇ3  ! are the density and correlation energy density of liquid 4He,

respectively. ℇ3  ! takes into account the potential and strong correlation energies between the
He atoms in the superfluid state. Eqs 4a and 4b are the Schrödinger-like non-linear time dependent
equations for the helium and Ne-Ne relative motions, respectively, and eq 4c is the Newton
equation for the Ne2 CM motion.
A discretization of the space in a grid of points for the degrees of freedom involved has been
performed for solving eqs 4a and 4b (Table S1 (SI)). The derivative with respect to the CM
coordinate (eq 4c) has been calculated using the chain rule, taking advantage of the analytical
function available for the 45 potential energy. The time evolution has been calculated
numerically by means of a fourth order Adams predictor-corrector-modifier method,41 that has been
initiated by a fourth order Runge-Kutta method,42 and the time step used is equal to 1.0 10-4 ps. The
derivatives for the kinetic energy terms in eqs 4a and 4b have been calculated in momentum space,
employing a Fourier transform as implemented in the FFTW package of ref 43.
Moreover, a quartic negative imaginary potential (NIP)44 has been placed at the edges of the
helium Cartesian grid, in order to absorb the helium density evaporated from the nanodroplet and
avoid artificial reflections. The NIPs have the following expression:

10
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5 # − #;<= C
4;<= = −' > @
B
2
A
(5)
for d > dNIP, where the absorption strength (A) is equal to 3315.0 K Å-4, the length (L) is
equal to 1.0 Å, and the NIPs are located (dNIP) 1.0 Å before the grid limits (xmax, ymax, zmax); cf. in
Table S1 the data for N=500 (nanodroplet radius = 20.0 Å).
We now focus on the initial conditions explored in the study of the reaction dynamics.
Several Ne@4HeN doped nanodroplets (N = 200, 500 and 1000, where a particularly detailed
analysis is provided for N = 500) and average initial velocities of the impinging Ne atom (120-1000
m/s interval) have been considered. This atom has been always located initially far enough from the
nanodroplet where, essentially, no interaction is present (Table S1).
The theoretical treatment (zero total angular momentum) restricts the diatomic problem to a
single dimension problem (molecular axis = z axis), and the initial time static (ground state)
calculation of the doped nanodroplet Ne@4HeN must be consistent with it. Thus, in the initial static
nanodroplet the Ne impurity has been treated quantum mechanically in the z-axis motion, with its
wave function (wave packet) and the corresponding zero point energy motion, and has been treated
classically in the x- and y-axis motions (i.e., simply acting as an external potential). Of course, this
introduces a small anisotropy in the nanodroplet density (Figure 1). However, if the initial static
nanodroplet were computed considering the full Ne atom wave function, the nanodroplet would
start its motion without the external boost caused by the impinging Ne atom; due to the different
treatments of the impurity considered in the static calculation (initial time for the dynamics) and in
the dynamics study. The numerically obtained z-axis wave function has been then fitted to a
Gaussian function to be used in a suitable way to define the initial condition for the dynamics,
where different grids have been employed, depending on the initial velocity (Table S1).
Furthermore, when changing from the initial time (static result) to the dynamic calculation,

11
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the initial wave packet describing the relative coordinate of the Ne atoms must be consistent with

account the meaning of the probability density of a quantum wave function. Once the mean value of
the initial position of both Ne atoms has been defined, we have deduced ,DEF and 〈〉DEF . Thus,
scanning the different possible values of the relative coordinate (grid values) leads to the
corresponding values of the inner Ne atom position (eq 6a). Then, we have associated a probability
to each configuration by means of the “translational” wave function I JKKL (M) coming from the
(ground state) static calculation of the doped nanodroplet (eq 6b):
1
M(N ) = ,DEF + N
2

∀N ∈ Q'# NR , ST !

 (N ) = UI JKKL (M(N ))U

6

(6a and 6b)
This is the way we have followed to define the initial (t=0) relative coordinate wave packet
probability density. Finally, a boost operator is applied to this wave function to obtain the
corresponding initial relative velocity, which is easily obtained from a change of coordinates:
 (N ) = V (N ) WXY Z'

 .,DEF
N [
ℏ
(7)

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The formation of the van der Waals diatomics Ne2 inside helium nanodroplets has been
studied for the Ne + Ne@(4He)N reaction considering different initial velocities of the impinging Ne
atom. The velocities have been selected taking into account the Maxwell velocity distribution of Ne
at room temperature (typical experimental conditions; see Figure S1 (SI)), in order to investigate the
influence of the velocity on the reaction dynamics (reaction mechanism and other properties). The
six cases studied in particular detail correspond to the initial average velocities <v0> = 120, 300,
500, 750, 800 and 1000 m/s (where 500 m/s corresponds to the most probable value at 300 K) and

12
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the nanodroplet of 500 4He atoms; of course, we are considering “initial average velocities” as the

nanodroplet size on the microscopic reaction mechanism has been also investigated. Thus, some
representative initial velocities have been chosen (<v0> = 120, 300 and 800 m/s) for nanodroplets of
200 and 1000 helium atoms.
In order to understand better the microscopic mechanism of this reaction some movies
corresponding to N=500 and three initial velocities (120, 500 and 800 m/s) are given in the
Supporting Information (Movies 1-3). Besides, in Figure 2 it can be seen the evolution of the
helium density along the z-axis (molecular axis) for the reactive process at <v0> = 300 m/s and N =
500. The first reaction step for the formation of the van der Waals dimer consists in the pickup of
the impinging neon atom by the neon-doped helium nanodroplet. This process resembles the pickup
of a Ne atom by a helium nanodroplet studied before,11 but it has some peculiarities owing to the
presence of the dopant Ne atom inside the nanodroplet.
From Figure 2 it can be seen that once the attacking Ne atom collides with the nanodroplet
surface (t ≈ 2.3 ps) the nanodroplet is compressed and helium density waves are produced. Then,
the atom overcomes the surface tension and generates a dimple in the vicinity of the nanodroplet
surface which is subsequently closed (t ≈ 6.9 ps) placing the atom inside the nanodroplet and,
therefore, leading to the capture. This atom continues moving inside the nanodroplet and producing
the compression of helium, until there comes a time when, as a result of the fusion of the solvation
shells of both Ne atoms, a peak of high helium density separating the two atoms is generated (t ≈
19.0 ps). This corresponds to the last obstacle for the reaction to occur and, until this moment, the
location of the internal Ne atom has changed very little from its initial position in the center of the
nanodroplet (x = y = z = 0). After some time, this peak of density disappears allowing the formation
of the Ne2 dimer. The times corresponding to different nanodroplet sizes and initial velocities and
also some specificities can be seen in Movies 1-7 (SI).

13
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It is worth noting that in the theoretical framework adopted here the possibility to account

wave function employed in our investigation describes the Ne-Ne relative distance degree of
freedom. So that, this makes the wave function always confined by the potential, because there is
always a Ne atom placed inside the nanodroplet. Therefore, keeping the center of mass constant at a
certain value, when varying the value of the relative coordinate, the inner atom approaches to the
walls of the helium bubble and, hence, the potential becomes repulsive. This fact, however, does
not represent a problem for the theoretical description of the reaction at the selected initial
velocities, as we know that Ne atom capture probability by (4He)1000 is equal to one for these initial
velocities (for <v0> = 120 m/s the capture probability is really equal to 0.99).11 From our model it
comes out that if capture takes place this will lead necessarily to reaction.
The previous reasoning supports the idea that the present theoretical model is satisfactory
for the description of the reactive process we are interested in. Besides, although two wave packets
(two translational wave functions, one for each Ne atom) could also be used to describe the
reaction, the approach employed here, based on the relative coordinate wave packet and the
classical treatment of the Ne2 center of mass motion, allow us to account in a more natural way for
the formation of the Ne2 molecule.
The examination of the movies shows the existence of another important difference when
comparing the reactive process occurring in the doped nanodroplet with the capture process taking
place in a pure nanodroplet:11 the high reduction of the impinging Ne atom velocity due to the
presence of the inner Ne atom. This can even produce the rebound (negative velocities) of the
former Ne atom. To clarify this effect we have estimated the expected position of each neon atom
(A and B) by:
1
M\]_ =  ± 〈〉
^
2
14
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, where A and B refer to the inner and impinging neon atoms, respectively.
The time evolution of these values and the corresponding velocities are plotted in Figure 3.
The solid and dashed lines correspond to the estimated positions of the impinging and the inner Ne
atoms, respectively. The rebound effect is present for all the main initial velocities studied, with the
only exception of the lowest one (<v0> = 120 m/s). A detailed visualization of the Movies 1-3 (SI)
points out that this can be caused by different reasons, depending on the case. For low initial
velocities this is probably mainly due to the reflection of the helium shock waves initially generated
by the impinging Ne atom, while for high initial velocities this probably results from the huge
compression of the helium density between the two Ne atoms.
The trajectory of the mean values of the Ne atoms velocities and positions are given in
Figure S2. The results for the impinging Ne atom are similar to what has been found for the pick up
process in a pure nanodroplet,11 but important oscillations are observed in the velocity for the
present case when this atom is inside the nanodroplet. This happens due to the presence of the inner
Ne atom.
Focusing now on the formation of the vdW molecule, it can be inferred that the mechanism
of this process is not unique, but depends on the initial situation. For the nanodroplet with N = 500
4

He atoms we have found that in all cases the Ne2 molecule is produced close to the center of the

nanodroplet, except for <v0> = 500 m/s. In this case the Ne atoms move through the nanodroplet at
a fairly constant separation between them until they get close to the surface, where the molecule is
formed. This happens because the microscopic reaction mechanism depends on the effectiveness of
the momentum transfer from the impinging neon atom to the inner one, which is mediated by the
liquid helium. This is a complex process involving several degrees of freedom, the density waves
generated and their interferences. Hence, for a given nanodroplet there is a non-monotonic
relationship between the initial velocity and the mechanism. This is also supported from the

15
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analysis of the nanodroplet size effect since, for a given initial velocity, several mechanisms are

From a structural point of view the formation of the Ne2 dimer could be considered to occur
at the time when the <r> value crosses for the first time the asymptotic <r> value (expected value
of the Ne2(v=0) distance in the nanodroplet; cf. Figure 4). After that, the dimer is just relaxing, i.e.,
releasing its excess of energy. Alternatively, from the energy perspective the van der Waals
molecule can be considered as formed when the two atoms are in a bound state, i.e., when the
expected value of the total relative coordinate energy (〈%DaDS,

negative. The time evolution of 〈%DaDS,

 〉

 〉

≡ 〈%baD 5 〉 + 〈%cNR

 〉)

is

as a function of the initial velocity is plotted in Figure

5. From this figure and Figure 4 it comes out that these two ways to define the formation of Ne2
lead to essentially the same result as, in fact, the structural and energy conditions are almost
equivalent. Then, we estimate a time scale of about 17-43 ps for the formation of this molecule,
depending on the initial velocity (cf. Table 1).
Moreover, once the van der Waals diatomics is formed inside the nanodroplet, a vibrational
relaxation process takes place from states that correspond to superposition of vibrational states,
which evolve in a rather fast way into the ground vibrational state (v=0) of Ne2. Thus, this process
lasts until the relative coordinate wave packet is transformed into the ground vibrational wave
function of Ne2 in the nanodroplet; which correlates with the oscillations observed in the <r> vs
time dependence around its asymptotic value (Figure 4) and has a time scale of around 3.5 ps. The
pattern of the vibrational relaxation of the molecule mediated by the helium nanodroplet is very
similar in all cases. This shows that this process is not highly influenced by the slight differences in
the excitation of the nanodroplets.
For times above ≈5 ps the velocity of both Ne atoms is, in general, below the Landau’s
critical velocity, with the exception of what happens at the beginning of the relaxation of Ne2 into
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the vibrational ground state (Figure 3). The velocity of the incoming Ne atom is reduced in this

atom. The interaction potential of the Ne atoms with the helium clearly dominates (Ne-Ne
interaction potential almost negligible) until the helium density placed between the two Ne atoms
disappears, allowing the final approach of both atoms (cf. Figure 2). From this moment the Ne-Ne
interaction potential is playing a role, even though the Ne2-helium interaction is stronger than the
former one. Furthermore, it is important to note that the finite size character of the system is more
evident here (cf. reported results for (4He)500) than for the nanodroplet considered in the pick up
process, (4He)1000.11 Another important feature displayed in Figure 4 is that once the van der Waals
molecule is formed it is never broken again.
It should be mentioned that the experimental value of the critical velocity is ≈58 m/s (0.58
Å/ps) in superfluid (bulk) helium)45,46 but the theoretical value is ≈90 m/s.37 As it was already
indicated in section 2, given the great complexity of these systems, the theoretical study of the
dynamics has only been possible very recently; being necessary to consider an approximate OT
functional (whose main effect is to modify the value of the Landau’s critical velocity). However,
when it has been possible to compare the theoretical results, determined at this level of
approximation, with the experimental results on other properties, a rather good agreement has been
obtained;35,37,39 and some theoretical tests have also been reported.10 In this context it is also worth
noting that currently there are no other theoretical methods available for studying the dynamics of
these interesting systems.
During the vibrational relaxation the energy flux between the molecule and the nanodroplet
is not monotonic, but the energy is exchanged back and forth between them (Figure 5); although, of
course, the excitation energy of the Ne + Ne system above the ground vibrational state (v=0) of Ne2
is completely transferred to the helium. The main amount of energy transferred from the molecule
to the nanodroplet occurs at about 1 ps after the total relative coordinate energy reaches the zero
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value for the first time; and a careful examination of the movies (SI) shows that this is mediated by

To deepen into the dynamics of this process, the different contributions to the total relative
coordinate energy together with the evolution of <r>, for N=500 and <v0>=120 m/s, are plotted in
Figure 6. Besides, in a static calculation we have also determined the ground state of the doped
nanodroplet, Ne2(v=0)@4He500, in which both the helium density and the vibrational wave function
( (dEF)@ hfgg () ) are optimized. This allowed us to compute the time evolution of the
projection of the Ne2 vibrational wave function, as the reaction progresses, with respect to the
vibrational ground state of Ne2, i.e., ij i (dEF)@ hfgg ki (), which is also presented in
Figure 6 (red line). From this figure it is evident that  evolves progressively into
 (dEF)@ hfgg , being both wave functions almost coincident for t > 38 ps.

For N=500 and <v0>=120 m/s, when <r> is small enough and the wave packet enters into
the Ne-Ne potential energy minimum (time ≈ 33 ps; Table 1) the total relative energy remains
almost constant, but with an increase and a decrease of the kinetic and Ne-Ne potential energies,
respectively; which is analogous to the classical behavior (Figure 6). However, when <r> reaches
the first minimum value (“inner turning point” of the Ne-Ne potential energy curve; time ≈ 33.5 ps),
the kinetic energy is only slightly reduced. Therefore, this contribution is associated to the kinetic
energy part of the zero point energy (ZPE), i.e., related to the width of the wave packet in
momentum space, instead of to the relative translational energy. The subsequent fast reduction of
the dimer energy found correlates with the re-increase of the <r> value (time interval of 33.5 to
34.3 ps, approximately), i.e., when the Ne atoms of the dimer are separating from each other,
pushing the surrounding liquid helium and generating a helium density wave. This process
correlates with the reduction of the zero point kinetic energy of Ne2, i.e., with the narrowing of the
wave packet in momentum space (Figure S3 (SI)).
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After the emission of the density wave, the vibrational relaxation continues but in a slower

oscillations in the <r> value are present, reflecting the slight changes that happen in the effective
potential energy (Ne-Ne and Ne2-helium potential energies) governing the evolution of the relative
distance degree of freedom.
Now, it is worth focusing the attention on the nature of the van der Waals product molecule,
as well as on the influence of the helium environment. For the related generic processes A + A →
A2 and A + B → AB in (4He)N involving the formation of pure chemical bonds, due to the much
higher bond energies implied, we expect that helium will not modify in a substantial way the
properties of the product molecule, in comparison to its gas phase properties. In the present case,
however, the Ne-Ne dimer vdW interaction (well depth of 41.16 K)40 is of the same order of
magnitude as the Ne-He vdW interaction (well depth of 21.02 K).40 This fact together with the large
number of helium atoms forming the nanodroplet lead to a rather important influence of helium on
the properties of Ne2.
A value of <r> =3.29 Å has been determined for the neon molecule in the Ne2@(4He)500
doped nanodroplet in the ground state equilibrium configuration, and for long propagation times the
evolution of <r> is slightly oscillating around this equilibrium value (cf. Figure 4; dashed line
showing <r>=3.29 Å). Furthermore, the <r> value for the vibrational ground state (v=0) of Ne2 in
gas phase is 3.34 Å. The <r> values are larger than the 3.0988 Å equilibrium Ne2 distance in gas
phase,40 which is also very similar to the equilibrium Ne2 distance obtained here from the effective
potential of Ne2 in the nanodroplet.40 To appreciate in a more clear way the effect of the solvent on
the structure of the Ne2 vdW molecule, the potential energy terms that influence the relative
coordinate degree of freedom in the nanodroplet (VNe-Ne and VNe2-helium) and in the gas phase (VNe-Ne)
and the corresponding vibrational ground state Ne2(v=0) wave functions are plotted in Figure 7.
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The liquid helium leads to a much deeper potential energy curve for the relative coordinate

the Ne-Ne + Ne2-helium interactions (4ll, ) is largely different from the gas phase one,
4ll, () = 4 () + " # 45 (,  ,  = 0) ( )
(9)
(where, of course, here we are considering the doped nanodroplet in the ground state), the
position of the global Ne2 minimum is very similar to the gas phase result (only a slight reduction of
the Ne-Ne bond distance occurs). Then, we can conclude that regarding the Ne-Ne interatomic
distance the helium environment only compresses a little bit the Ne2 dimer bond (Figure 7). This
probably results from a rather complex energy balance involving the Ne-Ne and Ne2-helium
potential energies and the surface energy (that is related to the helium surface tension) of the walls
of the cavity generated by the molecule in the nanodroplet. Furthermore, the overlap between the
nanodroplet and the gas phase Ne2 vibrational ground state (v=0) wave functions is equal to 85%.
We should remember that these results correspond to a van der Waals molecule. For a molecule
showing a chemical bond the situation can be very different, as indicated above.
Besides, the energy analysis shows that the nanodroplet Ne2 wave function(v=0) for N=500
has 2.63 K more of total relative energy (kinetic relative + Ne-Ne potential energies) than the gas
phase one (Table 2). The compression of the dimer induced by the nanodroplet results in a lower
Ne-Ne potential energy (decrease of 1.61 K) but a higher relative kinetic energy (increase of 4.25
K). The difference between the total relative energies is fully compensated by the Ne2-helium
interaction potential energy, which has attractive character and takes a value of around -244 K.
To conclude this analysis centered in the main results obtained here from the perspective of
the formation of the Ne2 molecule, we consider an introductory exploration on the effect of the
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nanodroplet size on this reactive process. Thus, we have also investigated this reaction for
nanodroplets of 200 and 1000 4He atoms and the initial impinging velocities of 120 and 800 m/s.
For N=200 the molecule is always formed by a “direct” microscopic mechanism, i.e., the two Ne
atoms are always getting closer until the Ne2 dimer is produced (Movies 4 and 5). The small size of
this nanodroplet does not allow other possibilities.
For N=1000 and <v0>=120 m/s the Ne2 is formed near the center of the nanodroplet (Movie
6), while for <v0>=800 m/s the mechanism is more complex. Thus, the high helium density
oscillations produced by the impact of the impinging Ne atom with the nanodroplet originates the
motion of the inner Ne atom; and due to this the dimer is not formed until the inner atom collides
with the nanodroplet surface and rebounds from it (Movie 7). These results reinforce the idea of the
complexity of the mechanism for the formation of vdW molecules, which shows no monotonic
tendencies. Moreover, it is worth noting that for N=200 the nanodroplet suffers strong shape
deformations that do not happen for N=1000.
In this work, which has been mainly focused on the reaction leading to the formation of Ne2,
the helium nanodroplet has been also considered. We have analyzed the time evolution of the
energy per helium atom of the nanodroplet (E/N) and the number of helium atoms (N), which are
shown in Figures 8 and 9, respectively. Moreover, the E/N value when Ne2 molecule is formed is
compiled in Table 1 for each selected initial velocity. The results are similar to those obtained for
the pickup of a Ne atom by a pure nanodroplet.11
For each of the various initial velocities examined, in the case of the Ne2 dimer formation
the maximum value of E/N and the percentage of helium atoms evaporated from the nanodroplet
reach values which are twice the ones obtained for the pickup of a Ne atom. This can be explained
simply taking into account that the number of helium atoms involved in the study of the reaction (N
= 500) is half the number of helium atoms considered in the pick up process (N = 1000).11 The
expected higher E/N and percentage of evaporated atoms observed when the size of the nanodroplet
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decreases has also been found in the theoretical study of the photodissociation of the Cl2(B)

No significant changes are observed in the time evolution of E/N and N once the Ne2 vdW
molecule has been formed (only a tiny increase in E/N takes place; cf. Figure 8). The situation, of
course, would be very different for the formation of a molecule involving a chemical bond (bonding
energy ~ electron-volts), due to the large amount of energy that would be released to the
nanodroplet. This would lead to a second and important source for the evaporation of helium atoms.
Now, we will consider in a more detailed way the evolution of E/N and N (Figures 8 and 9).
When the impinging Ne atom is very close to the surface of the nanodroplet a strong energy transfer
begins to occur from the atom to the nanodroplet (E/N initial (Ne@(4He)500) = -4.85 K, which is
close to the value obtained for Ne2(v=0)@(4He)500, -4.75 K, due to the small effect caused by the
second Ne atom).
After a certain time and with the attacking atom located deep inside the nanodroplet (z in the
range ≈ -7 / -10 Å for 1000-500 m/s) the maximum degree of excitation is reached. This leads to the
presence of an intense peak, (E/N)max, as it can be seen in Figure 8. The dependence of E/N on time
is different for <v0> = 300 m/s, that shows two maxima of similar intensities (z ≈ -13 / -14 Å), and
for <v0> = 120 m/s, that presents an initial plateau that is followed by second plateau with a higher
E/N value (z ≈ -16 Å). Once this E/N maximum has been reached (or the most intense peak and the
beginning of the second plateau in the case of 300 and 120 m/s, respectively) the evaporation of the
helium atoms begins, which leads to a decrease of E/N with time.
For <v0> = 500, 750, 800 and 1000 m/s the times required for the maximum degree of
excitation to be halved are 10.1, 4.7, 4.4 and 2.9 ps respectively (z ≈ -4 / -6 Å), while the number of
helium atoms evaporated are 3.0, 2.6, 2.6 and 2.2, respectively (the numbers are not necessarily
integers because is the helium density what is evaporating). And after increases of 26.7, 8.2, 10.4
and 10.3 ps, respectively, the formation of the Ne2 vdW molecule takes place. Once the Ne2 species
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is formed it moves inside the nanodroplet bouncing a large number of times on the nanodroplet

pure nanodroplet, (4He)1000.11
The "asymptotic" limit value of E/N obtained in the longer simulations (120, 500 and 1000
m/s; 78.3, 90.6 and 110.0 ps, respectively) is in the range -4.63 / -4.66 K (Figure 8). These values
are not far from that obtained for the doped nanodroplet in the ground state, Ne2(v=0)@(4He)500 (4.75 K; this value changes very little as a result of the evaporation of a few helium atoms). Also
noteworthy is that the number of evaporated atoms in the longer simulations is equal to 3, 9 and 14,
respectively (Figure 9), i.e., the percentage of evaporated atoms is really small (0.6, 1.8 and 2.8%,
respectively).
At this point it is worth completing this analysis by considering qualitatively the possible
effect of the inclusion of the angular momentum, the classical description of the neon atoms motion
and also to reflect on the number of evaporated atoms determined experimentally for other systems,
that it is quite higher than the values found here.47,48 Unfortunately, there is no experimental data
available to compare with for the Ne + Ne@(4He)500 reaction.
Regarding the influence of angular momentum, it is expected that the interaction between
the attacking neon atom and the nanodroplet would be less "strong" and take a little longer to occur.
This can be understood by reasoning in classical terms since, for a given initial velocity, there will
be a decrease in the radial component of the velocity as the angular momentum increases. The
(orbital) angular momentum, that classically is given by l = µ vrel b, where µ is the reduced mass,
vrel is the relative velocity, and b is the impact parameter (0.990 mNe, v0 and b =0, respectively, in
the present study), will reach a certain maximum value, lmax, above which the capture can not take
place (and therefore the reaction can not occur), that depends on the velocity.
If the two Ne atoms were described classically the interaction with the nanodroplet would be
more "powerful" (stronger energy transfer to the nanodroplet) because, unlike what happens at the
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quantum level (in which each atom has a distribution of possible locations, according to its wave

the space. This more “powerful” interaction of the atoms with the nanodroplet when the atomic
species are treated classically has been reported in ref. 24, although in that case the helium
nanodroplets showed no superfluid character (T = 4 K).
The number of helium atoms evaporated and the apparent cross sections for capture and
subsequent coagulation of atoms and molecules by superfluid helium nanodroplets (the capture of
an atom A is followed by sequential captures and reactions inside the nanodroplet: A + A → A2, A
+ A2 → A3, etc.) have been measured in molecular beam experiments (N > 103).47,48 Although in
these references there are no results for the Ne atom, it is interesting to consider the number of
evaporated atoms produced in a single collision between a noble gas atom (Ar, Kr, Xe) and a
nanodroplet (<N> = 2650). This number is equal to 244 (9.2%), 313 (11.8%) and 560 (21.1%),
respectively, for collision energies (<Ecol>) of 87, 139 and 195 meV, where the numbers in
parentheses indicate the percentage of evaporated atoms in each case. These percentages are
substantially higher than those obtained theoretically for the Ne atom at <v0> = 500, 800 and 1000
m/s (<Ecol> = 26.1, 66.9 and 104.6 meV) in both the capture process (≈0.5%)11 and the reaction
leading to the dimer formation (≈1.2%), where smaller nanodroplets are considered (N = 1000
(capture) and 500 (reaction)).
Furthermore if we estimate the number of evaporated helium atoms on the basis of the
kinetic energy of the impinging Ne atom and taking into account the He bulk binding energy as in
ref. 47 (7.2 K/atom), the number of evaporated helium atoms for <v0> = 120, 300, 500, 750, 800
and 1000 m/s should be equal to 2, 15, 42, 95, 108 and 169 atoms, respectively. Hence, the amount
of evaporated atoms obtained theoretically is too low, with the exception of what happens for 120
m/s. This problem probably results from the DFT approach used to describe the superfluid helium
nanodroplet (its continuous nature leads to a much more excitation of the vaporized atoms and due
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to this to a much smaller number of vaporized atoms is required). Furthermore, it should also be

assuming a classical mechanics description for the Ne atom and without angular momentum
restrictions, led to very similar results, independently of the angular momentum (in particular, a
very similar amount of evaporated helium atoms was obtained for all angular momentum values
explored, i.e., from l=0 to lmax).

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have extended our recently proposed hybrid theoretical approach [TDDFT (helium) +
quantum wave packet (atom or molecule)] to investigate the reaction dynamics of chemical
processes involving superfluid helium nanodroplets, 4HeN, and atoms or molecules. This has been
done here in order to make possible the study of reactive processes of the type A + B@4HeN →
AB@4HeN’ + (N-N’) 4He, where A and B are atomic species. Besides, this approach can also be
used in a straightforward way to investigate the photodissociation of an arbitrary diatomic molecule
in a helium nanodroplet.
This is probably the first theoretical attempt to study the dynamics of a reactive process of
bimolecular type in superfluid helium nanodroplets, and in this initial investigation the total angular
momentum of the system has been taken as equal to zero. Thanks to this the reaction dynamics can
be described using five degrees of freedom. We have used a quantum description for the helium
density coordinates (x, y, z) and the A-B relative coordinate (r), while the AB center of mass
coordinate (zCM) has been described by classical mechanics.
We have considered, as a first example of application, the Ne + Ne@4HeN → Ne2(v=0,
j=0)@ 4HeN’ + (N-N’)4He reactive process, which involves the formation of the Ne2 van der Waals
molecule, taking into account nanodroplets of different sizes (N=200, 500 and 1000) and several
initial mean velocities of the impinging Ne atom (<v0>: 120-1000 m/s).
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The capture of the impinging Ne atom by the doped nanodroplet is only slightly modified

inner Ne atom in the doped nanodroplet simply produces a higher reduction of the velocity of the
former one in comparison to what is observed in a pure nanodroplet.
The microscopic mechanism for the formation of the Ne2 dimer does not vary in a simple
way as a function of the features of the system. Thus, the Ne atoms follow different paths until the
vdW dimer is formed, depending on the nanodroplet size and the impinging velocity. This shows
that the formation of the molecule is a complex phenomenon that is related to the nature of the
helium density waves produced during the collision with the impinging Ne atom (which are related
to the initial velocity) and their reflection from the nanodroplet surface (which is related to the
nanodroplet size).
Although the effective potential energy of Ne2 arising from the Ne-Ne and Ne2-helium
interactions is very different from the potential energy of Ne2 in the gas phase (Ne-Ne interaction
only), the expected Ne-Ne distance (3.29 Å) is very similar to the gas phase value (3.34 Å). Thus,
as a result of the helium environment, the Ne2 product molecule is only slightly compressed and its
vibrational wave function (v=0) is only modified by a 15% with respect to the gas phase one.
Despite there is no experimental data available for the studied system, the analysis of the
experimental results reported for Ar, Kr and Xe with larger nanodroplets suggests that the amount
of evaporated atoms for Ne + Ne@4HeN obtained theoretically is too low for initial velocities above
120 m/s. This drawback probably comes from the DFT approach used to describe the superfluid
helium nanodroplet.
The reaction dynamics in superfluid helium nanodroplets of processes leading to the
formation of diatomic molecules involving chemical bonds will be considered by our group in the
future, using the same theoretical approach developed here. Finally, we hope that this work will
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encourage theoreticians and experimentalists to investigate these very interesting processes on
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Tables: Table S1. Helium and Ne Cartesian grids (N=500). Table S2. Propagation times
(N=500). Figures: Figure S1. Maxwell velocity distribution of Ne (T=300 K). Figure S2.
Trajectories of the mean values of the Ne atoms velocities and positions (N=500). Figure S3. Time
evolution of the probability density of the relative coordinate wave packet (N=500 and <v0>=120
m/s). Movies: Movie 1. Time evolution of the relative coordinate wave packet and effective
potential. Time evolution of the helium density (xz-plane) for N=500, <v0>=120 m/s. Movie 2. As
Movie 1 but for N=500, <v0>=500 m/s. Movie 3. As Movie 1 but for N=500, <v0>=800 m/s. Movie
4. As Movie 1 but for N=200, <v0>=120 m/s. Movie 5. As Movie 1 but for N=200, <v0>=800 m/s.
Movie 6. As Movie 1 but for N=1000, <v0>=120 m/s. Movie 7. As Movie 1 but for N=1000,
<v0>=800 m/s.
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Table 1. Ne2 formation time and energy per 4He atom for the helium nanodroplet with N=500 at
several initial average velocities of the impinging Ne atom.
<v0>(m/s) Ne2 formation time (ps)

E/N (K)

120

33.2

-4.59

300

28.8

-4.55

500

42.6

-4.57

750

17.0

-4.41

800

18.7

-4.42

1000

16.5

-4.35

Table 2. Energy of the Ne2 vibrational ground state relative coordinate wave function in gas phase
and in the 4He500 nanodroplet.
Phase
Gas
4
He500

Ekin relative (K)
7.46
11.71

Epot Ne-Ne (K)
-30.93
-32.54

Etotal relative (K)
-23.47
-20.84
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Figure 1. Helium density profiles in the z (molecular axis), x and y axes for the initial time of the
dynamics. The center of the nanodroplet corresponds to the origin of coordinates.

Figure 2. Snapshots showing the time evolution of the helium density along the molecular axis (z
axis). The position of the Ne atoms is schematically represented by the purple balls. The initial
average velocity of the impinging Ne atom is 300 m/s.

Figure 3. Position (up) and velocity (down) of the impinging (solid line) and inner (dashed line) Ne
atoms, as a function of time.

Figure 4. Expected value of the relative coordinate as a function of time. The dashed line
corresponds to the asymptotic <r> value (3.29 Å).

Figure 5. Expected value of the total relative energy (kinetic energy + Ne-Ne potential energy), as a
function of time. The vertical lines indicate the beginning of the vibrational relaxation process.

Figure 6. Time evolution of the relative coordinate kinetic energy (dot-dashed line), Ne-Ne
potential energy (dotted line) and total relative energy (solid black line), during the formation of the
Ne2 molecule for <v0>=120 m/s. The blue curve represents the evolution of <r> and the red line
refers to the projection of the vibrational wave function to the corresponding ground state
vibrational wave function (i.e., ij i (dEF)@ hfgg ki (); the y-axis range goes from 0 (low
limit) up to 1(upper limit)). The first and third vertical lines show the first time that <r> reaches the
inner and outer turning points, respectively, and the second and fourth vertical lines show the two
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first times where <r> crosses the asymptotic <r> value, once the <r> vs time dependence presents

Figure 7. Interaction potentials (Ne-Ne and Ne2-helium and the sum of both terms) governing the
Ne-Ne relative coordinate degree of freedom and the static (ground state (v=0)) relative coordinate
wave packet (dashed line, black). The v=0 gas phase relative coordinate wave packet is shown in
the red dashed line.

Figure 8. Energy per helium atom of the nanodroplet as a function of time. The inner panel focus
on the initial part of the collision.

Figure 9. Number of helium atoms of the nanodroplet as a function of time.
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